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Ceramics in the Open Air
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Ceramics in the Open Air
Visiting open-air museums walking or riding across towns,
parks, green areas to admire contemporary ceramic
artworks.
The pandemic has brought to light the immediate, strong
need for response in offering activities in the open air.
Visualizing an integrated digital offer accordingly, will
respond to the necessity for a culture of respect and
protection of the environment, development of internal
areas, and enhancement of the potential which each
territory has to offer.
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Keywords
Some of the keywords for implementation and integrated digitalisation of Ceramics in the Open Air:

Culture – sustainability – accessibility - well-being - education
The above requires to focus activities and communication strategies on:
• accessible cultural heritage
• history and traditions (e.g. food)
• infrastructures for green, sustainable, alternative mobility across open air museums
• promotion of the rural areas
• visiting open-air itineraries as a moment for socialization and well-being

• didactics and education
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GOAL

Digitalisation of the artworks of the open-air museum or exhibitions
and all the combined related offer

Enhancement of memory, history and European heritage
Promotion of cultural tourism, with positive effects on the local economy
Alternative ceramics itineraries (virtual and physical)
Cooperation in research and development (University, research centres)

ACTIONS
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Case history: MAP – Museo all’Aperto Città di Faenza

The MAP - Museo all’aperto di opere di arte contemporanea (Contemporary
artworks open air museum) was inaugurated in Faenza in 2014.
It includes over 70 artworks and installations of the 20th century, many of which
are ceramic works.
The city is by definition the ideal container of the open air museum, inclusive and
available to citizens of all ages and social background, free from barriers.
The MAP contributes to the valorization of the urban and extra-urban spaces,
enhancing the quality of living and and the cultural recognition of the places,
integrating history, contemporary art, nature and the environment.
ph. MAP Faenza
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Case history: MAP – Museo all’Aperto Città di Faenza

The cultural heritage has been a tool for resilience to support the economic and social re-start
of the local communities, especially during the periods of the Covid19 lockdown and partial
opening of the museums and places of culture.
The MAP as an open air museum is intended to encourage citizen participation in wider forms
of urban life and governance, while representing chances for cultural sustainable fruition at
the same time.
The MAP has an ongoing collaboration with the University of Bologna – Conservation and
Restoration of Cultural Heritage Dept.: in March 2021, an experimental project called «Opere
Outdoor» was developed to create an online database of each artwork, including artistic
notes, information for visitors and also data about the monitoring of the conservation status.
This project will be presented to the Scientific Committee of MAP, in order to be developed
furthermore and extended to all artworks of MAP.

ph. MAP Faenza
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Case history: MAP – Museo all’Aperto Città di Faenza
Response to Ceramics in the Open Air best practice

• Heritage: MAP makes Faenza citizens and tourist acquainted with the artistic ceramics heritage and
handicraft tradition.
• Accessibility: MAP artworks installed in public areas.
• Mobility: the visit across MAP is encouraged considering green, slow mobility >>>>
development and improvement of infrastructures (bike lanes; walking paths in urban areas).
• Inclusivity: artworks located in all the town districts, not only in the town centre.
• Social welfare: organised group visits along the museum itinerary are means for re-building
confidence and social connections after the pandemic.
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Case history: MAP – Museo all’Aperto Città di Faenza

Heritage
MAP makes Faenza citizens and tourist acquainted with the
artistic ceramics heritage and handicraft tradition.

ph. MAP Faenza

MiC museum- entrance
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Case history: MAP – Museo all’Aperto Città di Faenza

Accessibility
MAP artworks installed in public areas.

ph. MAP Faenza
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Case history: MAP – Museo all’Aperto Città di Faenza

Mobility
the visit across MAP is encouraged considering
green, slow mobility
>>>>
development
and
improvement
of
infrastructures (bike lanes; walking paths in
urban areas).
ph. MAP Faenza
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Case history: MAP – Museo all’Aperto Città di Faenza

Inclusivity
artworks located in all the town districts, not only in the town centre.

ph. MAP Faenza
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Case history: MAP – Museo all’Aperto Città di Faenza

Digitalization is the upgrade to a wider and comprehensive
communication as well as a crucial aspect for the management,
monitoring, preservation of the urban heritage in ceramics.

MAP current status of digitalization:
• all artworks catalogued
• chronological documentation of the evolution of the decoration
and creative styles (Faentini, Italian, international artists)

• map of the artworks locations and brief technical sheet
available online for download

ph. MAP Faenza
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Case history: MAP – Museo all’Aperto Città di Faenza

Implementation:

•

Digital communications for the development of a coherent flow of information between the offline and online
activities of the MAP

•

Integrated communication plan for greater visibility of the artistic, cultural heritage, to contrast the digital divide

•

Integrated touristic promotion of the territory, highlights on the existing and new itineraries about cultural,
historical, artistic and environmental heritage

•

the MAP will be integrated in the digital territorial project “Territory and storytelling: new itineraries between
culture and sustainable tourism”, to raise awareness and create a connection between the cultural and touristic
excellences
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Replicability of best practice
Examples of open air ceramics itineraries developed by some Route partners

Castelló de la Plana SPAIN - RUTAS CERAMICAS
https://rutasceramicas.castello.es/es/
An information and geolocalization platform, where the user can follow any
of the 3 ceramics itineraries (traditional, modern and avant-guard period
ceramics), through the virtual maps guiding.
The dedicated QR codes set in the various ceramics locations across town,
make the artworks and urban and design ceramics decoration history and
features available for all visitors and tourists.
ph. Municipality Castelló
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Replicability of best practice
Examples of open air ceramics itineraries developed by some Route partners

Castelló de la Plana SPAIN - RUTAS CERAMICAS
https://rutasceramicas.castello.es/es/
The high level of digitalisation is integrated to the city tourist info website,
in addition to the touristic leaflets available for mobile download and
printed paper material/maps.

ph. Municipality Castelló
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Replicability of best practice
Examples of open air ceramics itineraries developed by some Route partners

Höhr-Grenzhausen GERMANY - STELEN RUNDWEG
https://www.keramik-stadt.de/stelenweg
28 ceramics artworks displayed in a 2km-long itinerary in town.
The pathway involves the creativity of all the local ceramics workshops and artists.
The works are placed on wooden pillars, to offer an immediate glimpse of the centuries-old tradition of ceramics in
Höhr-Grenzhausen.
The itinerary includes a touristic offer with traditional gastronomy and ceramics workshops to visit.
As further implementation of the project, another 20 artworks will be installed around town, integrating the other
materials typical of the territory: glass, wood, stone.
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Replicability of best practice
Examples of open air ceramics itineraries developed by some Route partners

Höhr-Grenzhausen GERMANY - STELEN RUNDWEG
www.keramik-stadt.de/stelenweg

Digitalisation

• The digitalisation level foresees an essential datasheet of the open-air
ceramic works, also available for download from the web.
• The list of handicraft workshops is available on the tourist info website.

ph. Municipality Höhr-Grenzhausen
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Replicability of best practice
Examples of open air ceramics itineraries developed by some Route partners

Porzellanikon Museum, Selb - GERMANY
www.porzellanstrasse.de
The Porzellanikon Museum is also a member of the Porcelain route,
along the sites of the porcelain industry in the cross-bordering regions
of Northern Bavaria and Western Bohemia.

Extensive digitalised offer for:
• Green sustainable tourism across the porcelain locations (bike,
trekking)
• Access to commercial and manufacturing aspects
• Territory: gastronomy, accomodation
ph. Porzellanikon
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OBJECTIVE

Join all the experiences in a route-level digitalization database,
make it available through communication

The future objective is to develop the network digitalization in parallel to the partners’ digital activities
and implementation
Communication tools of the cultural route are aimed at promotion of cultural sustainable tourism,
enhancing existing actions and introducing new ones:
• Further development of the website video section
• Social media
• Touristic promotion: e.g. hosting press trips and events
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Thank you!

www.europeanrouteofceramics.eu
FB @europeanrouteofceramics
IG @europeanrouteofceramics

